ILANA KRISTEVA
Self-Care Vigilante a Founder of Field of Choices
"A self-care regimen that expands our capacity to laugh deeply, frequently,
and freely delivers the best medicine." —Ilana Kristeva
Ilana Kristeva is a luminary and a guide, inspiring leaders to shine while
in service to others. Now fit, fabulous, and fifty-plus despite illness, injury,
and isolation, she is living proof that neuroplasticity is not just another
beautiful scientific theory; it is her reality. On a bridge that connects
Western Medicine and eastern practices, she celebrates living in the one body she will ever have. Ilana
cultivates compassion and laughter to manage time, energy, chronic pain, and life’s ups and downs.
Leaders, coaches, and entrepreneurs: breathe, tap, and laugh with Ilana to feel fantastic in your body.
F.L.O.W.—Feel Light Offering Wisdom and live your best life ever!
Creator of the Tap into the Universe for Recovery book series and the Instant Gratitude Collection, Ilana
motivates audiences to move energy within the body to overcome self-sabotage with 7 Key Ingredients
for Vibrancy, 26 Self-Care Vigilante Affirmations, and an attitude of gratitude. She enjoys watching
decision-makers lead with clarity, confidence, and prosperity consciousness while promoting public
health, safety, and harmony. The motto of Field of Choices is “Play Well, Sleep Well, to Serve Well.”
Practice a self-care regimen that boosts your playful energy so you can serve from a place of plenty!
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ILANA’S ACTION-IGNITING MEDIA TOPICS a

Designing Time for You - Adopt Ilana’s mindset that helps you create achievable goals in your
day filled with vigilant self-care, attainable balance, and healthy boundaries.
Audiences connect with Ilana as she shares humorous stories about how

she partners with her Inner Rebel to overcome self-sabotage and boost
vibrancy, confidence, and peace of mind.
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Easing Chronic Pain - Embrace Ilana’s “healing-and-growth mindset,”
gain clarity, and achieve your mission on this planet despite illness, injury, or
isolation.
Audiences find comfort in Ilana’s soothing voice, contagious laugh, and

memorable messages.
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Laughing Through Stress and Tears - Ignite your power to transform
something you perceive as awful into something awesome; this is instant gratitude in action.
Audiences feel hopeful that positive changes are possible with Ilana’s collection of practical

techniques for replacing physical, emotional, and mental constipation with grace, ease, and laughter.

a PRAISE a

a CONTACT a

“Authentically engaged in her passions, Ilana Kristeva
effectively shares her great zest for life in service to
communities. She is a generous, thoughtful and natural
leader.” —Jackie Shea, Podcast Host of Healing Out Loud.

E-mail:

info@fieldofchoices.com

Phone:

(916) 382-2068

Website:

www.fieldofchoices.com

“Ilana projects a calm presence that comes from a place of
wisdom and healing.” —Ken Volpe, Music Producer

Facebook:

ilana kristeva
(self-care vigilante)

